Instructions for making
your Quaranzine.
Start by printing your zine single sided on A4 paper.

01 Place the front and back cover
on top. Under the covers have
page 1 and 14, under that page 2
and 13 etc.

02 Fold your pages in half.
Run a ruler along the crease
to make it extra sharp.

03 Get an elastic band and
run it down the seam of the
zine. Hairpins, string, tape and
even a hard fold will also work.

04 You’re ready to crack on with
your Quaranzine sketchbook!

Learn how to draw a face!
Follow these steps and you'll be drawing awesome faces
in no time. Use the empty page opposite to practice.
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Dot-to-dot

Make Playdough at home!

Join the dots and discover the Bud.
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Ingredients

Method

8 tbsp plain/corn flour
2 tbsp table salt
60 ml warm water
Food colouring
1 tbsp vegetable oil

When you've got all of that mix
everything together in a bowl.
Dust a work surface with flour and
knead until it's smooth and pliable.
Then create something amazing!
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Quarantine maths

Captain Tom is off again

Can you crack the lock down code?

Can you spot our lockdown legend?

answer - fifteen
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Colour by Number

Spot the difference

Colour in the numbers to pass some time and unwind.

There are 10 differences between these two, can you find them?
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Don’t worry we’ll still
have a launch party

Create your own Bud
using the eyes below

We're just not entirely sure when, or where
but they'll only work if you colour them in.

What's your Bud's name? .......................................................
And remember to share it with us on Instagram @budstudio_
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What is Bud Studio?

So we picked a difficult
time to rebrand...

We’re an artist run studio creating
bespoke artwork, from beautifully
refined canvases to big punching murals.

But rather than getting down we thought
we would make a fantastically creative,
collaborative zine for our friends,
(children and pets can have a go too).

Authentically artist driven, we always
have an eye on the betterment of our
artistic community.

We hope this brings a smile to your
face and helps pass a little time.

We passionately collaborate with
internationally recognised brands,
local authorities and community heroes.

Albert & Zoe

Learn more at budstudio.co.uk
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We’d love it if you shared your
Quaranzine with us.
Get hold of us @budstudio_ on Instagram
or email hello@budstudio.co.uk
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